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ion is a continuation-in-part of commonly assigned U.S. patent application Serial No. 

07/824,856jjl*6 January 24,1992. 
--^JftiTpresent invention relates to a plasma etch process. The invention is in the field of RF plasma 
processing reactors and, more particularly, of a plasma reactor which uses a radio frequency (RF) energy 
source for electromagnetically coupling the associated RF electromagnetic wave to the plasma, a silicon 
source being in contact with the plasma, and refers to processes carried out in such a reactor. 

The trend toward increasingly dense integrated geometries has resulted in components and devices of 
very small geometry which are electrically sensitive and susceptible to damage when subjected to wafer 
sheath voltages as small as approximately 200-300 volts due to energetic particle bombardment or 
radiation. Unfortunately, such voltages are of smaller magnitude than the voltages to which the circuit 
components are subjected during standard integrated circuit fabrication processes. 

Structures such as MOS capacitors and transistors fabricated for advanced devices have very thin 
(thickness < 20 nm < 200 Angstroms)) gate oxides. These devices may be damaged by charge-up, 
resulting in gate breakdown. This can occur in a plasma process when neutralization of surface charge does 
not occur, by non-uniform plasma potential/or density, or by large RF displacement currents. Conductors 
such as interconnect lines may be damaged for similar reasons as well. Etching processes carried out in 
conventional plasma etch chambers are also becoming inadequate when very high aspect ratio, i.e., very 
deep and very narrow openings and trenches, must be formed in, or filled with, a variety of semiconductor 

materials. 

RF Systems 

Consider first prior art semiconductor processing systems such as CVD (chemical vapor deposition) 
and RIE (reactive ion etching) reactor systems. These systems may use radio frequency energy at low 
frequencies from about 10-500 KHz up to higher frequencies of about 13.56 - 40.68 MHz. Below about 1 
MHz, ions and electrons can be accelerated by the oscillating electric field, and by any steady state electric 
field developed in the plasma. At such relatively low frequencies, the electrode sheath voltage produced at 
the wafers typically is up to one or more kilovolt peaks, which is much higher than the damage threshold of _ 
200-300 volts. Above several MHz, electrons are still able to follow the changing electric field. More massive 
ions, however, are not able to follow the changing field, but are accelerated by steady state electric fields. 
In this frequency range (and at practical gas pressures and power levels), steady state sheath voltages are 
in the range of several hundred volts to 1,000 volts or more. 

Magnetic Field-Enhancement 

A favorite approach for decreasing the bias voltage in RF systems involves applying a magnetic field to 
the plasma. This B field confines the electrons to the region near the surface of the substrate and increases 
the ion flux density and ion current and, thus, reduces the voltage and ion energy requirements. By way of 
comparison, an exemplary non-magnetic RIE process for etching silicon dioxide might use RF energy 
applied at 13.56 MHz, an asymmetrical system of 10-15 liters volume, 6.6 Pa (50 millitorr) pressure and an 
anode area to wafer-support cathode area ratio of approximately (8-10) to 1, and develop substrate 
(cathode) sheath voltage of approximately 800 volts. The application of a magnetic field of 6 x 10 3 Tesla 
(60 gauss) may decrease the bias voltage approximately 25-30 percent, from 800 volts to about 500-600 
volts, while increasing the etch rate by as much as about 50 percent. 

However, the application of a stationary B field parallel to the substrate develops an E x B ion/electron 
drift and an associated plasma density gradient which is directed diametrically across the substrate. The 
plasma gradient causes non-uniform etching, deposition and other non-uniform film properties across the 
substrate. The non-uniformities may be decreased by rotating the magnetic field around the substrate, 
typically either by mechanical movement of permanent magnets, or by using pairs of electromagnetic coils 
which are driven in quadrature, 90 degrees out of phase, or by instantaneously controlling the current in 
pairs of coils to step or otherwise move the magnetic field at a controlled rate. However, although rotating 
the field reduces the non-uniformity gradient, typically some degree of non-uniformity remains. 

Furthermore, it is difficult to pack coils and, in particular, to pack two or more pairs of coils about a 
chamber and to achieve a compact system, especially when using a Helmholtz coil configuration and/or a 
multi-chamber system of individual magnetic-enhanced reactor chambers surrounding a common loadlock. 

A unique reactor system which has the capability to instantaneously and selectively alter the magnetic 
field strength and direction, and which is designed for use in compact multi-chamber reactor systems, is 
disclosed in commonly assigned U.S. Patent 4,842,683. issued June 27, 1989, in the name of inventors 
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6 — - — energy or 
produces a high density plasma but low Ze e enLf h V° P'BSma- ™s ,echnio.ue 
threshold energy for many proce see. uch w the ^ZVZ T^J* be'OW the mini™"> 
energy-enhancing low frequency elec^icX^ fe counted ? 01 ^ di0xide- To compensate, 

o ^substrate to the plasma. Tnus. ,e X^Ca-S^ 

tuners, directional coup.ers, circu.ators. arTdZmXTfo, ^JL, P0^8"8-"^ and expensive 
s  condition for microwave ECR systems operated"tf The ™° T   °?' Additiona,,y. to satisfy ,he ECR 

8.75 x 10- Tesla (875 9auss>VneceS^^^ 2 45 GHz' 9 ma9ne«c *M of 
requirements. ^ equ,nn9 ,ar9e electromagnets and large power and cooling 

>   higher cost. Hardware is not readily or ST      *0 aVa'',abl6' a,thou9h at 

scate a 12.7 -15.2 cm (5-6 in., microwave s^Z^eZ^^r^ ** * Conse**™». to 
requ,res the use of higher modes of operation. Tnfe sealn!2T2?t ar9er ^conductor substrates 
modes requires very tight process contm. to avoW soSS ^JT b* 0peralin9 at hi9"er 
and resulting process changes. ^^Tl^S H° 1** " °«~ toadS 

m,crowave cavity, by using a diverging magnetic fie d to s^ ?K 
P 6d' ,0r examp,e- f°r a 5H5 in. 

method reducas effective power densi^nS thus pSsma denl°* ** ^ ^ °™ 8 ^ ™- 

»mT^s£zzz r: sr9e
atnev

ra7ed°: srr r,,the order***-«*« 
0.399 pa (about 2-3 milliter* This iqWiSTTZS 1    ^T"    * ^ fapid'y        aboirt 0-266 - 

^req^ge vacuum ^r^l^^^^^i^^ 

HF Transmission Line System - — 

EP appplication 91112917.9 filed July 7 1991^111^-D.,, 
herewith by reference. This torpond^p^'d^ ."ST. "9 R"CW is "^ated 
which the reactor chamber itself is cortESS in old ^ ah'9h .,requency VHF/UHF reactor system in 
frequency plasma generating energy to^^^T^T ,0r *W "W 
transmission fine structure permits sanction^1^u£li oU ve^s^ Th6.UniqUe ''^ 
the matching network and the load and permits the uTTr!S , ! ? f °rt ,ransmission line between 
enables the efficient, controllable «toto?H?LZf^?'* h'9h ^endes. 50 to 800 MHz. ft 
generating commercially acceptabl^J^^El^,8^"8 ^ * the p,asma e,ectro** for 
vdtages. The relatively" ,ow 'vofSge Tj^ ^l^^ *" ™ and low shaa* 
geometry semiconductor devices. The vS^vSeTaS, 1 89t ,0 eleCtriCa"y Sensitive s™» 
as the above-described sca.ability and po^itaSs * ^       art ^mings, such 

polymer is provided according to independent da,^ Q FZ J7"** * ca^"-fl"orine-containing 
of the invention are evident from the 2£l£5cteims TJlST8"0" 3Sp6CtS and detail* 
«- are intended to be understood as'a SiSSr- ^ 

in genera! 

55 

oPeri?ee ^^i^r^z  smric RF
 ™^ - ~ - 

processing system comprising a vacuum chamber havina ST       °" °f an RF Pla^a 
the chamber; a source of process gaZZTaa^ iLTi^ 7T' * SUpport e,ectroda 

into the source region for generating a p^al^M n electroma9"e«cally coupling RF energy 
energy to the substrate support eXde to con^ ^ ^ ^ m6anS '°r caPa^ve.y coupling RF 
a source of silicon in contact with the ^sma P     ' Sh6a,h V°'ta9e 31 ,he support electrode and 
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Suitably an RF antenna means is adjacent the source region and is coupled to the RF energy source. 
Preferably the chamber of the invention has a triode arrangement comprising an RF cathode in the 
processing region, an anode defined by the chamber walls, and a third electrode which ™ * 
floating, grounded or connected to RF bias, for enhancing plasma processing. The thud electrode and/or 
the chamber walls defining the source region, may be the source of silicon for enhancing processes such 
as oxide etching. Using the apparatus of the invention, plasma etching can be made almost infinitely 

selective, and plasma deposition made void free. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Figs. 1-3 are schematic sectional views of several versions of a plasma reactor chamber system of the 

present invention. 
Fig. 4 is a diagram of a tuning circuit. 
Fig. 5 is a diagram of a load circuit. 

js       Fig. 6 is a diagram of a load circuit which applied RF input power. 
Fig. 7 is a diagram of a combination tuning circuit and load circuit 
Fig 8 is a diagram of another embodiment of a combination tuning circuit and load circuit 
Fig 9 is a diagram of still another embodiment of a combination tuning circuit and load circuit 
Fig. 10 is a graph of etch/deposition rate versus bias voltage for silicon oxide and silicon. 

20       Fig. 11 is a wave form of DC bias voltage applied during etching. 
Fig 12 is an alternate embodiment of a wave form of DC bias voltage applied during etching. 
Fig. 13 is a horizontal representation of a magnetic array at the dome of the reaction chamber of the 

•invention. , <■ »•  
Fig 14 A-D are diagrams of various shaped magnetic field lines of systems of the invention, 

as       Fig 15 A-B are embodiments of Faraday shields useful in the systems of the invention. 
Fig 16 is a block diagram of a control system for various components of the system of the invention. 
The present invention provides apparatus and process for plasma processing that allows * 

selectivity for etching processes and variability of etching rates, and simultaneous deposition, etch and { 

planarization of deposited layers. '-"- -      _.   "'  - _ 
30 In the present chamber, preferably. LF/VHF (low frequency to very high frequency^P™" ™ 

range 100 KHz to 100 MHz is used. More preferably. tF/HF power within the range 100 KHz to 10 Mhta: » 
used. Most preferably. MF (medium frequency) power is used within the range 300.KHz to.3 MHz. 
Preferably, the coupling means is a multiple turn, cylindrical coil antenna of uncoiled electncal length < X n 
where X is the wavelength of the high frequency RF excitation energy applied to the coil antenna dunng 

as   pto™ ^^:nwntjon a(so encompasses means connected to the above antenna for tuning the antenna 
to resonance, as well as load means connected to the antenna to match the input impedance of the source , 
to the output impedance of the means for supplying RF energy for the antenna. The tuning means may be., 
a variable capacitance electrically connected between one end of the antenna and RF ground. The load 

40   means may be a variable capacitance electrically connected between the other end of the antenna coil and 
RF ground. RF energy may be applied via a tap at a selected location along the coil antenna. 

In another aspect, the present system includes a dielectric dome or cylinder which defines the source 
region Preferably, the coil antenna surrounds the dome for inductively coupling the high frequency 
electromagnetic energy into the chamber. The article or substrate to be fabricated can be located within the 

45   source region or dome, within or closely adjacent the volume or the bottom tum of the antenna, or 

preferably, downstream of the antenna. 
The present invention also includes means for supplying gas to the chamber which comprises a_gas_ 

inlet at the top of the dome, a first ring manifold * thP base of the dome source region, and a second nng_ 
manifold surrounding the~substrate support electrode, for selectively supplying processing d.luent. pas- 

50   sivation and other gases to thecharflbex- „„.-,:%,0iw 
nrVeTlJiolheTis^ertd the present invention, an AC power supply and control system capacitively 

couples AC bias power, typically of the same or similar frequency as the source coil power, to a substrate 
support cathode, thereby effecting control of the cathode sheath voltage and ion energy, independent of the 
plasma density control effected by the source RF power. The system provides bias frequency selected to 

55   achieve a number of objectives. First, the upper frequency limit is selected to prevent "current-induced 
damage (too high a frequency can cause charge-up damage to sensitive devices.) The lower requency 
limit is selected in part to preclude "voltage-induced" damage. Lower frequency bias also yields higher 
substrate sheath voltages per unit bias power (less heating of substrates) and contributes less to plasma 
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density and thus affords better independent control of ion density and energy However too low * M*. 

S~"S.b     ST cor:r01 of substrate shea,h ^ £££ 
ZrSSn v^^?? V h'9her Peak-t0-avera9e energy ratio and wider (double peak) ion energy 

2?2ti27. CaUS6S inSU'a,0r Charfle-up' inhib,,in9 l-Hnduc* Jesses duZ 
SlU?      H,UBney Pe"0d- Convenient,y' *• Purred frequency ranges for satisfying the 
crosideratons correspond to the preferred source frequency ranges as described above 

hi„h ,'nVenti?L,?,er inC'UdeS COn,r0' means for cyclica,ly Pulsin9 *» DC Was voltage between low and 
sel^T ' reSp^ve,y- 10 ,0™ 8 Pas*iv*ion coating, such as a polymer coating on a fim 
setected material on a substrate to be etched for providing a relatively low etch rate of the substrate 

ss5i"S3aretch rate and se,ectivrty ,or 8  mat^ •*a 

proi^ 

different*, across the dome for establishing a flow of neutral particles out of the dome and ZZTZ 

sts:eSre is sufficient to—-—i8 

Z?rl ? 6eCtriC ,ie« C°mPOnent 0< thS hi9h fr6quenCy ^tromagnetic energyS »e dh^T 
^SL^ShT* P°Siti0ned SUrr°Undin9 tHe C0H °r 0ther «*»*0 means cTcZates radiation of the high frequency energy into the chamber. 

Magnetic enhancement is supplied by peripheral permanent or electromagnet arranoemente whirh 
apply a controlled static magnetic field parallel to the axis of the antenna, selectee" JcTSK Z£Z 
and magnetic mirror configurations, for controlling the location of and the trwipoH^ZS 

*     t0 ^     Stfa,e- A'S0, ma9n8tS may 1)6 m0un,ed around *e soul andSrTe chamber for applying a multipolar cusp field to the chamber in the vicinity of the substrate for confinta Z 

T^L 9 8 Unt may * P°sitioned surrounding the substrate and the substrate support electrode 
for diverting any magnetic field from the substrate support electrode electrode 

reta^r^deCaS: ^ 

In process aspects, the invention is embodied-in a process for generating: a plasma; comprisiho 
« ^ Chamb6r havi"9 3 SOurce ^Sion; supporting an article or subsSate to be t<££s«£ 

L  h 
5UPP'yir9 Pf0Cessi"9 Sas.to the chamber; electromagnet cotipTng S 

energy into the chamber to control the plasma sheath voltage at the substrate support" etecirode 
nFrr9y

H:nt0 the Chamber Via *• -PPO" for controlling sheal, SS^S 
the support electrode: and proving a source of silicon ions in contact with the plasma 

an(0    ,Pf0CeSS 8,80 encomPasses ^cording to further aspects automatically and iteratively tunino the 

« rran°ernance and ,oadin9 ,he input impedance thereot to the    * •» RF
 SLHPS 

In another aspect, the process for generatingaplasma comprises projddjnga vacuum chamber havino 
s*uma^ proce^iiio^ 
the so^e^nT^ process region, the walls of L chamber SchSSiS 

and^. ? I3"'' With the Pr°CeSSinQ re9i0" e,6CtrCKje bei"9 the calh^ walls being 2 an<Se 
bias- ln2     con;f,on^ the source electrode being selected from ground, floating and RF or DC 

tZES?9 a" 3    ,    be Pf0CeSSed °" ,he SUbStr8te SUpP0rt e,ectrode= Processing gas »o the chamber; us.ng a cylindrical coil antenna connected to means of providing RF energy to the antenna 
inductively coupling RF energy into the source region by means of the antenna for geneJati g a plasma to 
process one or more materials on the article; and capacitively coupling RF energy into the chamto T£ 
support electrode for contro.ling sheath voltage at the support electrode, and pr^^^ ZX 

and the h e. Preferably, the silicon source is a third electrode located in the source region of JTcSS? 

x^j^zrhave ,o be an eiectrode-and can ta ~ * -—- P~ 

~£2ZS^^ * - - ~ for 

n-H-""? PreSem pr0cessin9 chamber is Particularly usefujJox etchino a laver m ajaeond material most 
particularly an oxygen-containing layer such as an oxide.^vSying a LJygeric^SS 

6 
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»alaa salactad » ton. «' ^J^rSktS"In an cases, ma presa* apparata. proaMa. 

S 232 ri'iSK^» h,Sh aspac, ,* opan^s „ *. sacon. «. 

down to th8 substrate. u n«nn<,ition of an oxide such as silicon oxide or 
^i^JSSS^i sapporta.ac.rta to ' 

£££ Ion orf*. span,, ^*        ** -jS^STSi, M conttct ha*s 

20 
tion 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

1. OVERVIEW 

P.3S. 1-3 are -r 

aspects oil the present ^ HmHations. The exemplary chamber is a ,. 
system; three Figures are used because 01 *      incorDorated European patent application. 

,  modification of that depicted in the ^jf^^^Z^ flTLnS. areApplicable D 

which include an integral transm.ss.on by those of skill in the art and _ 

generally to P™^^^^ —« *» >«? 

The exemplary system 10 includes a vacuum ^^^^'^^ ^ed aluminum 
other suitable material, hjyinajio^w^ bare a,uminom  
preferred because it suppresses arcng and sputter ng However mr» , ^ , 

„   with or without a process-compatible Imer o, p^lymor qua* or m«n be ^lwfel^a^2 

centra, openingjl between ^^yK ^ 17 ma* 1)6 C°nf'9Ure<3 " " 
and an upper chamber source'ggjjonjBA defined bq° ferab^ quart2 or 

in^rTed single- or ^wiii^ the    ferred arrange. 

As shawn in FIG. 1. .ha a»acua.«,n o! <ha mlano. «HhJ<^rtoas«9 11 (*■»• ) 

vacuum pumps. „i,amhar mmoonents including the chamber walls and dome, can be 
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and/or deposition gas at a sS,t uoward aHT 1 ^ T** 23 preferab,y suPP,ies etchi"9 gas 
developing an etching ^l^J^J^^^^^^ sections 1« and 16Afor 
^inthetopolateg^fH^A0: ^ T ^-3*1^^ 
•Also, a manHoto^0^0^^^^^^ ™d °ther fl"^UaoJia^felir 
and other gases. *    P °V'ded       18 to *e substrate to supply^ictent 

which isZerid ZTnsZtz 2Si"sr ^r?:9 an ^30 o< at ^ - - • - 
cylindrical cm^JL.^^ ^ 30        * "as a multiple turn 
frequency and a given source (coTdiami^ T^' atocWcil l8n*h * ■ 
wavelength « x /4) at the operaSg freTen^1SIt        *5? I** ten9th teSS tha" on^"rt» 

wall 14 on me bottom and a conductivT Smni^PQ     I ' ^ betW6en the chamber 

interposed between the vacuum mantS ITZ tSZJ  °"   * ** ^ m8nif0ld screen 29 * 
conductive electrical path between c a^bet 3L?2^f Ch8mber 168 "* PTOvides a 

transmission Dne structure 32. The vacuunTmaniSd 33 def^s    a„T ^ 320 * *» catho*> 
*   ing uniform radial pumping of exhaust gasesTom« Z ^ZTrS™* " 

communicates into the vacuum gas system line 10 Thl T ful«trate 5. The vacuum manifold 33 
the dome/source and/or a.ong path 24 om ma^oVS Z £Z ^ P-hB 22 U<m maniU>" 61 "*> 
manifold G3 radially inward toward the s^bsSe 5 TSf2J? ^T^™ and*r a,0n« 26 fr<™ 
chamber source section 16A fo^^^^SS^S^^^-^ 
29 intojhe gas outlet manifold 33 and afc^bSffeSK * f~m 108 substrate and through screen 
21- the/vacuum system 

substrate , and a second elects which£the sideTs TfJEJE^X^ 

^^Z^^T^   S±2»K s P
«T— 

designates the chamber 16A and fee £ Z ZZ) cZZlX T^l " 16 M* 
enr9y ions- ^a*^^^ hi9h density and ,0W 

fSSSBmJBBStfJbl^ bTS7flowIeTme « neutra,s^- herein- AlsoTas describ^n~SictioT7 anTn^rStT^    •,  « Prevailing gas flow described 

electrons toward the ^a*T£"^T£X2 b* T^T * **** '°nS and 

arrangement 41. FIG. 1, comprisinq a sourceS «S » hia Pre,erab|y. a bias energy input 
substrate support eiectrode 32C for s S^^^Tl^00^ RF * *» 
thus selectively increasing the ion energy at the subS       " ^ V°'ta9e * *• SUbstrate and 

bUt nrr ,he an,enna 30 at -,op«sid- 

particles to high energies. non-un.form.t.es ,n the plasma, or accelerate charged 

30 

55 
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As described in Section 8, optionally, one or more electromagnets 81-81. FIG. 1, or P^^^TS 
are mounted adjacent the chamber housing 11 (or providing a magnet* Md for >J™*> * 
tt,e plasma at the substrate 5. for transporting ions to the substrate, or for enhancng 

As is described fully In Section 4. the invention uses the magneto component of .nductlvely coupled 
electmmaonetic energy, typically at frequencies much lower than microwave or mlcrowave-ECR ite- 
t^ZT^ZoZ^ fields inside a vacuum chamber for generating a plasma character** 
STSr£i5 and relativety low energy, without coupling potential* damaging high power RF^energy 
through the substrate 5. Intheoreferred^iHustrated downstream plasma source ^"^g 
is r^oxelroa^es&^r^ high plasma density, ensunrtfl mat U.e wave Uu*> nut 
p5,—^^^^ the probability of damage Selecbvely and optonallyRF 
SaTenergy is applied to the substrate support electrode 32C for increasing the substrate sheath voltage 

and. thus, the ion energy, as required. . .    .or^o... anlUnr 
Chamber 16 is capable of processing substrates including semiconductor ^'^S^^Z 

etching, using total chamber pressures of about 0.0133 Pa to about 6.6 kPa ^f^J^^. 
Srtand lor etching, typically 0.0133 Pa to 26.6 Pa (0.1 mtorr to 200 mtorr). The chamber can operate at 
presses < 0 i PM< 5 mtorr) and. in fact, has run successfully at 0.266 Pa (2 mtor* However h,gher 
oSues are preferred for certain processes because of the increased pumping speed and h.gher flow 

tes Z e ampt fofoxie. etching, a pressure range of about about 0.66 Pa to about 6^ PaJJaboulIS 
mtorr to about 50 mtorr) is preferred. Such relatively high pressures requ,re close spacng be*eenme 
sou ce and the substrate The chamber can operate successfully at very suitable, close spacing d between 
Zs^bsTrat5 and the bottom turn of the antenna 30 of about 5 centimeters (2 inches) wrthout charge-up 
La^Tsensitive devices and. thus, is able to realize the advantages of such veor d o*^ spacing: 
enhanced etch rates and selectivity; reduced bias voltage requirement and ion 
given etch rate; and enhanced etch uniformity across the substrate. For example, reducng the spacing d 

,   beTe^n le wafer 5 and the source antenna 30 from 10 cm (4 in). (which itself is close spacing) to 5 cm (2 
STE reduced the voHage requirement by half and has increased the uniformity from about 2.5 percent ^ 

to about 1 percent .. _ _     

2. GAS PROCESSING SYSTEM 

°'r'..-   As mentioned: the chamber incorporates multiples injection sources Q1, ^B "^^ 
purpose of injecting reaction, purge, etc.. gases at different locations to^enhance a P-to*nj««« 
according to the requirements of that process (etching, deposition, etc.) and the part.cular materials)used ; 

fn that p?ocess. Fir*, the chamber includes a standard radial gas distribution system G1 althejenp^o 
«  £e3Ltom of the source region 16B. InTpTSsently preferred configuration.^^ 

comprises a quartz gas distribution r,nfl*1 at the bottom of the source and a peripheral annuU* manrfold 52 
defining a distribution channel which feeds gas to the ring. Thejin£hasJjwgrd facnfl,rad,al ^s 53g -. 
anS" preferably, stepped sintered ceramic porous gas diffuser plugs 54-54 inserted .n the holes to prevent - 

m   ^ZT^f^on arrangement. 62, comprises a grounded or floating or biased dome top pjag 
17T of material such as anodized aluminum having a center gas inlet hole 56 filled wrth a porous ceram,c 

^^1^2 injection source, G3. comprises a ring-shaped gas inlet manifold 58 
nt the substrate 5 (or a gas inlet incorporated into the clamp ring (not shown) used to hold the 

*s   substrate in Dosition against the substrate support pedestal). 
^S^enings through oxide-containing layers, such as silicon dioxide over a non-oxygen_ 

confer, including single crystal or polysilicon. desirably the silicon dioxide is etched a>.ti much 
faster rate than the polysilicon or other substrate. Fluoride-containing etch gases are used as etchants. 
^wevLr snce fluoride etchants normally etch materials such as silicon dioxide and polysihcon. for 

so example at the same rate, the etch has little selectivity for oxide rather than silicon. However, dur ng 
reacTive ion etching, a protective polymer layer is formed on the sidewalls and bottom of the growmg 
owning; such a polymeHs formed from carbon and fluorine and generally contains about 30% of carbon 

an%TpoTmer is dissociated in the presence of fluoring atoms. What would * desi,b.e is to 
55 form reason-rich polymer containing over about 50% of carbon and less than about 40% of fluorine; We 

Z JoundTa H a scavenger for fluoride ions is placed in the reactor, .ewer free fluoride ions are present 
in the plasma and fewer C-F bonds will be formed in the polymer film. Some success in pno,-artjeactors 
has been obtained by adding a scavenger for fluoride ions to the plasma .tself, such as s,lane or 

P 
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55 

'<^^ — .ons a* mu8 

un*orm and thus the process iTnot Z^reZllT^T "* diverse "* non* 
^•JM-tal. scavenge free JJ^Cril^ which - 

«- a -ant f„ fluoride, ^ 

scavenge fluoride ions; for example, the ***** can a.so be used to 

" - ^£5S?a oxide fl,ms read, etches 
reaches the poWfcon or other non^Cn^nCsuoS IT ^ "» tfe^ daP» 
remains on tt* pofysilicon surface. prote^ng ^™EftESt ^ * ^ ^ 0,6 ^ 

The preferred etchants herein are fluorocarbons such atCF' r P    ^ „ 
« carbon ions and fluoride ions. Other known fluZ .Sar£ s£n « CHF ^ "*** 9ener8te "* 

they also generate hydrogen ions in addition to carbon and fllnTlons ^ Pfeferred because 

and a S^SE^^^ - oxy9en-containinfl layer 
carbon-rich polymer films do not decompose on Z sTon Lt«        ' "P t0 inr,ni»' 

w layers in the absence of oxygen. These £.ymers are senslll n n°n"°Xide C°ntainin9 substra*« or 
such as when the etchant has reached * Ion „ to 0Xy9en> and when "o oxygen is present 

££zrsIS09 layer is Wd ,hal01 fluonne ions'8 compa^ 

substr^e to be treated. For exlple. a Sn mes ^ "* ^          * «" 
be placed near the walls or top of the reactor as nan of 6 p,asma area' or silicon can 
suspended near the surface of the               £y>™ * SillCOn *»»<* can also be 

The silicon source can also be olaced OUSASf 2! «^ 9 * fluor,de c°ntent may result 
o. heated ^a ternperature ^ 

h.gher. In that case, a means of regulating th^temSJZf JT -^!8, e 9 - at^ast abduf TWor 
provided in the reaction chamber ^ temperature, of the sifccon source will also have to be 

^^e^Z^atra -ous fllms. add.onal 
.   trench is filled with another materia, as to *rm ScTor^Ts!^ T^J" * *» « 

subs.rate.The opening in a substrate for sZ^^^lSTl^ **" ^ ^ a 

oxygen. This requires careful control of the deposit"JteXot^Z, °" °
KW

" 
USinfl Si,ane and 

corners of the trench, or in the center of the di^TlThL^ZlS °" * "** * *• ^ 
addressed with respect to ECR processing. ToxoidiZ 'S ^ ^ lnd has 

•   trench away with argon prior to deposition i e   acefinoX k"0Wn to Sputter the top of the 
the top of the trench so that it can * fiS, in 'vrithoJ? "T? 0r °»**» opening 
d,sadvantageous because very low pressures «£o^.?£L' T^""™' ECR processin9 * 
maintain a high ton density. Ion densrty in an ECR is Noh^rlI " °'266 ' 0 4 Pa <2"3 m*>"> to 
0.133 • 0.266 PA (about 1-2 mtorr) and late o inSJSV P        deP*ndent; it is maximized at about 

to .he .eactor, aM sma,ter y,^'^ jn^B^rT^a*"     iS ,equl,ed 10 te >WU 

Bcfs ra ss rr,s r;irr.      «° -—.. 

inuo*^,^ o, ^Habte amoun,s of SHa^ oiy^o a7«„ to?""^ ,aCUum ^ ^ •» 
am Smx*^* sm%n M m, 'J,« a 9« the reaeto,. can lomi .plasma 
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70 

15 

20 

deposition or filling tad the ton*, occu* In asngtestep ^ n privation 

As alluded to above, va one or more ol the sources 61 through 63, 

tolaWtnelS^ and Is very effective in 
present inductive ^ antenna 30 ^^3am JVa consequence, when a polymer, 
dissociating the gases ^^^^„Q2^ nighly dissociated species may coat the interior 
forming species is supplied to the dome via Gi. o        e8 r dissociated that it does not 
o» the dome at the expense of coating the p V^^J^V^Sn is to Inlet etchant species 

: jaggs* <* - viayig^^egcon 

s^gfe^^ gases (even 
-TJecausTof the h,gh dissociation or inegases n ™^swce   g ^ ^ 

those in which the fluorine£"^££2 £^Co** When "* te h 

silicon oxide equally and. thus. '•^^T*?™., J|icon.containing additive gas can be injected to 

same process to jointly enhance etch selectivity. 

3. DIFFERENTIAL PUMPING 

<2^icts an anernative T^Z^^r^S^^^ , 
at^hiTconnected to or near Vjumping systems 39 and 21 are selected ! 
the source region 16A lY^essuVaCTeUal. AP,which (1) opposes the 
so they generate vert.cally across the source regioniijiP .        -       2). b\tesser magnitude that 
transport of uncharged particles from the source t6A to the ^ate_5^et (2) «ot .9 

9  the force. Fb. exerted by the bias voltage on^charge' P^^-^ J^-j; fe,, ^fleW 
consequence of APp, uncharged particles such as rascals ^^V"^      ; APp, charged 
predominantly out of the top vacuum connection line 38 As a e«J^^*o|^i ^ ». 
electrons and ions flow predominantly to <hl»~^^ ^^s^ region. That . 
is desired to selectively keep uncharged ^^^^^ gas chemistry, but polymers 

15 ISZ^^^X^^^chamber sidewa,,s and/or *not"~we"t0 the ? 
ZZZ^SZ and'or (2) when fluorine radicals are formed in the source region. 

4. RF POWER. ANTENNA AND BIAS SOURCES 

40 
1). Top or Antenna Source 

,M * select ,0 P,»i* . r^lTSUZSTi^U-W - •» 
« eHicienl inductiw coupling <* •» . Th. i0™e, limit ol the operalinj Itequency 

2). Bottom or Bias Source 

so 

55 

sEMr^-ss r SET: ssss - - - - - 

11 
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ZSTfZZL* *• 8Ub$trate Sheath etectric field' mod"te«nO ton energies. The result would be « 

3)- Combined Operation of Antenna and Bias Sources 

'0       A preferred feature of the invention is to automatically varv the bottom * «*. K-« 

I"? flT* 42 t0 m8in,ain 8 C0nSt8nt «"»*'^v?CATC ess^«rPa ^sS mtorr)) ,n a h,ghly asymmetric system, the DC bias measured at f» eJtocKJS 
approx.mation to the cathode sheath voltage The bottom newer rZ Z. J!    .   ,.PP    320 ,s 8 clo*> 
constant DC bias. The bottom or bias£3has ve^TX SmJZXS^J?" * 8 

current densities, and the bottom power to define cathode sheath votege P       ^d '°n 

the f^r*^ J Tethe,ess much ,ower than 
»  at lower DC current bv less exnenJv* ™!T«t      ^P1*81'008',he °Pt,ona' smaller magnets operated 

addHio, as is £££tZoT215^^^,^^ f -T* 
guides. In addition, the plasma non-uniformities caused b/thVTx B electron      Sed'"stead of wave 

enhanced or assisted systems are absent here, because 1^ IS2?££ ZTZZT? 
component of the RF field applied via the antenna ™ »nH » magnetic fields (both the magnetic 

.   are substantially paralle. to £e el^TZ Z^eZ^TTsT" 
A magnetic shunt path formed with a high permeabilrty mtfeSmy * uS*T^VFZ' * 

source (upper chamber 16A) but not at the substrate eld ,he 

35   4) Combination and Synchronism of RF Sources"  "   - 

One optional configuration approach is to combine these rwo S «™ C0"venien * ,nt0 the sa™ «nge. 

in frequency, and, if so whether thev «hn..tH     I~4.-L • ! separate RF signals should be equal 

operation appears to be independent of phase or frequency locking.    repea,ab"'ty- At h,9her ^quences. 

1? 
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5. ANTENNA TUNE AND LOAD 

1) Tuning 

70 

:S3H£v3S&=s:sr  

15 
2) Loading 

20 
IVW - •» W 31,and '^rni.^      or So oL oc othe. .one-ato. output 

3). Tune and Load Circuits 

25 

30 

35 

40 

Referring to FIGS. 4 and , preferab,y a ^ =    s jjj- J-MjJ ^™ 
antenna 30 to tune the source to «e%

A^ power generator 31£ > 
im^an"n^3tT^e" ng fo RG 4> nTas £5. the tune means T is a variable capacitance wh,ch 
transmission line 31C). Reternng xo nw. , ir ar0und. - 
is eiectrically connected between one end *"fi™J£Z[^be" a variable capacitance which is 

As shown in FIG. 5. in another aspect the l^ £e™ Ms0 the i^d means may be a 
electrically connected between one end of the antenna and RF 08 

SSSS-on tap 60 which applies RF input powe,^^^f^ capacitance which is" 
,n a preferred comb.nat.on shown .n FIG. TMhe tun,ng ^ ^ L .§ another 

electrically connected between one end °[^™^™™e™he 0?ner end 0, the antenna and RF ground, 
variable capacitance which is electncally <»n^J^"^^ 30 via a tap. that is. by a tap 60- 
,n this arrangement, the RF input ^Ts the RF power input 

SSiotS Z Ki-Vifi Tcl^n between the load variable capacitance L 

and the end of the antenna 30, as shown in FIG. 9. 

6 SOURCE/BIAS PROCESS CONTROL 

The — * looses ^ ^TZTSJ^ 

bias voltage to a low value. 

1) P.ti^/Modulated Bias-Enhanced Etch Rate and Selectivity 

3       Referring to FIG. 10. typically the etch rates «£S iTlSSS^ 
bias voltage. Thus, increasing the bias ^■^^^S^rT^h as silicon/polysilicon also 
the etch rates of associated materials in the f^* ™*^ sXTent magnitude to provide a very high 
increase with the bias voltage. Thus, the use of a biasvol ge rtsrftojrt m g P^ ^ ^ ^ 

s silicon dioxide etch rate also effects a s,^^J^^^,^ etching silicon dioxide it 
oxide etch rate) is undesirably h'9h

K
and;edu^S

r!'^act^ of high DC bias voltages. Vh. combined 

!TC 22S     - U«. v„ -* - * - 

1? 
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selectivity. 

the M^SS^^S Ha^e^T"^ expressed in 
etch processes Jose processed wSich form^n « .Charac,enst,cs *»',n ,a«' achieved in polymer-forming 

using a high bie to^SuT vonaoeV « ^T^,^ °" materia,S Such as si,icon> * 
val2. V,.9V, is at or below th c?^Z\ZZZ™^70 ZT^Q ** * 8 ,0" 
deposition, yet is at or above the oxide cosTv ZZlZtoMTlT H ™ ,*0B 

deposited on the silicon to suppress etching Z^^a^Jt^- !      ' 8 Protecfiv6 P°'ymer is 

low DC bias votes,,. P. (the poise „i=th of SET?) iSI ?L ~ f" ""2* V' 

2) Dual Frequency Bias 

An alternative approach is depicted by DC bias voltage wave form 71 in FIG 1? a   , ♦   , , 

etch precwd. umb«M during ih. high mtoge portions, ot L T, ~ote 1 «na 

overai, po„si„co„ „<* rate Jft*e^^SceLS^fS. Cjl^T!?'^10* 

7. FARADAY SHIELD 

far end. The bottom coil turns, which aTclot to g^^l^ZTL^ ""f * 
Typically, a plasma is struck by the electrostatic field Si^JTEJl^J?^* *Ut 

the ,un,ng end. which initiates the plasma by electrostatically mZ^^LifZZ rlf 
initiation of breakdown the couniinn tn th* niacma K .     0,19 DreaK°own of the gas. Following 

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 15. to decrease the steady state electrosiatir fiein ,ho  K , 
incorporates a Faraday shield 45. In one embodiment shown in FIG  S L!f\J"       ^ °Pti°na"y 

"single" Faraday shie.d 458 comprising a cylindrical array o, T 3 

bars etc.. surrounding the dome walls 17W and the antenna 30 The Ehl L "?? PT °' 
spaang configurations to those having very small gaps between £ ^eSiot    ^ T ^ 

so Shfba^n: Z^Z^TZ othe^f * °f C°M ^s ^ 
the eletfnc field lines ^Z^lZZsZZ^^ *" - * ""* 

Although various configurations of the Faraday shields 45S and 4«;F ^ ™* 
pro-orr* c^rgo,*, „ - oo,„a,d, .^^o^^X^tS; 

14 
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depicted in vertical cross-section in FIG. 1. The single or double wall apertured fieWI surfaces 46, 47, 48 
extend around the top. inner (source) and bottom sides, respectively, of the antenna 30 wh.te a ground side 
49 (which may be sofid) is positioned at the outside of the antenna 30. This configuration allows the anally-, 
directed, magnetic component of the em wave from the antenna 30 to induce closed loop electnc fields n 

6 and parallel to the plane of the antenna 30. which generate the plasma. However, the sh.eld 45 capacitively 
shunts the direct electric field component to ground and prevents the direct electric field component of the 
high frequency electromagnetic energy from coupling to the plasma. Without the shield 45. the varying 
voltage along the antenna 30 would couple to the plasma in accordance with Maxwells eo.uat.ons for 
capacitive displacement current coupling. This may induce non-uniformities and gradients in the plasma 

,0 density and in the energy across the substrate 5 and resutt in process non-uniformity and h,gh energy 
charged particles Faraday's Law expressed in integral form requires that a changing magnetic field through 
a surface results in closed electric fields in that surface. Maxwell's equations that describe the phenomenon 
in differential form specify that the curt of the induced electric field is proportional to the negative time rate 
of change of the magnetic field. For sinusoidal excitation, the curt of the induced E is proportional to the 

,s   radiant frequency of the changing B field as well as its peak amplitude. 
In short a discontinuous or slitted or sectioned Faraday shield minimizes the shorting effect of the 

shield on the changing em field from the coil, reduces eddy current losses, and allows coupling of the radio 
frequency, axially directed fringing magnetic field to the plasma for inducing closed loop electnc fieIds 
which generate the plasma, but precludes direct coupling of the electric field (wh.ch varies along the 

20   antenna) to the plasma and. thereby, precludes any associated loss of plasma uniformity and process 
uniformity for high energy charged particles. 

8. MAGNETIC FIELD CONFINEMENT AND ENHANCEMENT 

2S   1) Confinement 

To reduce losses (decreased plasma density) at the walls 17W of the cylinder/dome source, a magnetic 
arrangement is provided which generates a peripheral annular (shallow) field. In a preferred arrangement, 
shown in the FIG. 13 horizontal section representation, this field is provided by a closely-spaced bucket 

«,  or cylindrical mufti-polar array of axially-oriented permanent magnets or electro-magnets 76-76. each of 
which is magnetized across its small dimensions to form a closed, attenuating pole, peripheral-N-S-N-S- 
magnetic field B. The multi-polar array generates a multi-cusp magnetic mirror 77 at the dome wall.... 
Alternatively, the array may be horizontal ring magnets. Such magnets reduce electron losses to the walls 
17W thus enhancing plasma density and uniformity without subjecting the substrate to magnetic fields. 

35       Optionally and similarly, permanent or electromagnets may be positioned in a multi-polar array around 
the lower chamber 16A. typically in the alternating pole north-south-north-south...north-south arrangement. . 
to generate a mutti-cusp magnetic mirror at the chamber walls. The magnets may be vertical bar magneto 
or preferably horizontal ring magnets, for example. Such magnets may be used to reduce electron tosses to 
the walls, thus enhancing plasma density and uniformity, without subjecting the substrate to magnetic fields. 

40   In addition, a radial array of magnets can be mounted on the top of the dome or on the top plate 17T of the 
cylindrical source to reduce losses at the top. 

Referring to FIG. 3. in another aspect, the plasma in the substrate process.ng region 16B can be 
decoupled from the plasma in the generating or source region 16A by positioning a generally planar gnd of 
magnets at the bottom of the source region/top of the processing region. The magnetic gnd compnses 

45   closely-spaced generally parallel magnetic bars 78-78 which, like the abov^describe^^^^^ 
are magnetized NS across their small dimension to provide a planar configuration -NS-NS-NS- magnetic 
field with the field lines originating at one bar and terminating at the next. The resulting generally planar 
magnetic fitter 79 across the opening 15 of the source confines the magnetic field to the plane/region of the 
plate and does not penetrate into either the source or substrate region, 

so       Due to the relationship F = qV x B. high energy/high velocity electrons in the source are bent back or 
repelled by this magnetic filter 79 to a greater extent than are ions, and are not able to penetrate to the 
substrate processing region. This reduces the density of high energy electrons in the process.ng region 
16B and decreases the plasma density in that region. The processing and source regions are decoupled. 

This filter magnetic confinement approach is particularly useful for decoupling the plasma region in a 
55   compact system, that is. it is useful, for example, for providing a high radical density without high ion 

density at the substrate, while retaining compactness. In contrast, the conventional approach would require 
increasing the distance between the substrate and the source to the detriment of compactness. In one 
preferred arrangement, the filter magnetic confinement is implemented in a machined aluminum plate 

1£ 
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5   2) Enhancement 

may be used to define a static, generafy S magn^SfiSZTT " e,ectro™9na* 81-81. FIG. 3, 
Plane of the antenna coils and the ^ Si^ ^T90^ * 8nd throu9h **» the "^onta 

-  Preferably as described below, one of £JS^Jj^S un^RF ^9 «"«■ 
•    Re,err,nS to FIG. HA. a homogenous axial unLl ™' d'Ver9ent or ma9"etic mirror, 
substrate 5 by the magnets 81-81 5STii££^TE? **' 82 appfcd tonally «0 the 
of ions to follow high frequency field variations KnsloLtf °^t0 *" ***** of * **** 
«*• plasma over the substrate. For maSmum STL***"* and are concentrate? 

•  tuned to resonance with the high frequency JZ£maZ'2S ma9netic fie,ds «n be 
magneto flux density and e and m are the 3^?^ = 2 ^ = Be/m, where B is the 

An axia y divergent field na ;« H~ • .J   . cnarge and mass, respective y. 

moment, thecal gXnTtf S' SSS^1^ * «»of magneto 
energy and tends to drive the electrons andZ™^^^?^ *n*™ to ^..transtetional 
thereof. Diverging magneto fields can be J*7J^£J2*" ? refli°nS f0 ,he weaker ^ions 

rTe^ngTFn.GStrate     P'aSma * *e S^ fonS ^ *" P'aSma 86ne"h» 

(FIG. island0 a^sha^ ^i^^f^S^-' ^ * «"0 ^neto fie.d 84 
"magnetic mirror" fields is simi.ar to that 0 the a^al* d wl?? J"!. ^ °' each °f these So-ca..ed 

-driven ,rom - 
the single magnel or Jpera^Z^tC?2 IS?    ^ °' *• fieWs ^ » 
told .n conned fashion to increase the densTof ,htoS°^ diVerQin9' « ma9netic 

Je preferred substrate position for maximum piasma d^Slt    S"b*ate- F°r ma9n«tic mirror fields. 

^ ma?£ ^iS^^m*^ 

225?ma,eria,s (such as nickel°r   S££5 SSELSJESdisk *hi9h mi9netic 
plane of the antenna but above the substrate 5.   80,1 ,ron> ^ 06'"terposed below the magnet(s) and the 

3. Extraction 

- m^m «eW cm te « „ Maa 10M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

9. CONTROL SYSTEM 

Wi**, „ USed ^ ,„ ^ „ „ cowro|        depicted in FK3. ,e. 

Psp: Power set point 

Pf:    Forward power     Measured by direction,, 

at/inside poler supply  ' C°Upler iOCatea 

Pr:    Reflected power . „ 

|Z|: Magnitude of impedance 

<Phi:     Phase of impedance 

Tsp: Tune set point 

16 
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Lsp: Load set point 

Tfb: Tune feedback (measured) 

Lfb: Load feedback (measured) 

FIG 16 is a block diagram of an exemplary system for controlling the various components including the 
power supplies. Here, a system controller 86 is interfaced to the antenna power supply 31. an 'mpedance 
bridge 87. ft. antenna 30. a bias power supply 42. an impedance bridge 88. the matching network 43 and 

, the cathode 32. The process parameters antenna power and DC bias, selected for nn flux dens,, and .on 
energy are supplied as input to the controller 86. The controller 86 may also control other parameters such 
as gas flow(s). chamber pressure, electrode or wafer temperature, chamber temperature, and ottiers. The 
conttoller 86 may preset initial tune, and load, conditionsby issuing signals on Tsp, and Lsp, lines 
connected to the antenna 30. The controller 86 may also preset initial tune, and load, cond,t.ons by .ssumg 

5 sianaT^ Tsp, and Lsp, lines connected to the matching network 43. Typically, these cond,t.ons are 
se.ec edTo o-Smize plasma initiation (gas breakdown). Power may be applied first to either *e antenna 30 
or to the cathode 32. or applied simultaneously to both. The controller 86 issues power set pomts on the 
Psp° line l the antenna power supply 31 and on the Psp, line to the bias power supply 42 simultaneously 

.  °rTaSLarrSurs rapid, in the gas. generating a plasma. The controller 86 monitors 
forward power (P„) and reflected power (P(1) to/from the antenna 30. and monrtors forward power (P„) _and 
ercted^ower (P*) to/From the cathode 32. DC bias (cathode to anode DC voltage) ,s also monrtored 

shown by^Tcontroller 86. The controller 86 adjusts the coil tune, and load, parameters by .ssumg set 
points on fines Tsp, and Lsp,. based on either (a) forward power P„ and reflected power P„. or <t» 

*  impedance magnitude :Z,! and impedance phase <phi,. The bridge 87 furnishes .mpedance magnrtude 
aTphaS X information to the controller 86. The antenna 30 is matched when reflected power P„ .s 
^bstVntia.ly »ro and when the impedance (magnitude and phase :Z, :<phi) isH^

com.P^Se
n(2 

? 

me coil power supply outpul impedance. (The zero reflected power condtoon and the conjugate .mpedanpe : 
ZMOTJL* simuilaneous, so either reflected power may be minimized or impedance^ be 

30 matched, with the same result. Alternatively. VSWR (voltage standing wave ^rretoct.on c^ffiaem 
may be minimized). The controller 06 adjusts the cathode 32 and the matchmg network 43 tune, and load, 

" parameters by issuing set points on the Tsp, and Lsp, lines, based on erther a) forward P°*er P« and 
Zected power P„ o7(b) impedance magnitude ! Z,! and impedance phase <ph„. The bndge 88 furmshes 
mpS^magnSude :Z,: and phase <phfc information to the controller 86. Matchmg occurs whea 

35 simHarly to antenna matching, reflected power P* is essential, zero, and when .mpedance (magnrtudeand 
phase i^Kphi,) is the complex conjugate of the bias power supp, 42 output .mpedance The£C b,as « 
monitored by the controller 86. which varies the bias power supply's output power to ob am the des,red 
measured DC bias. The controller 86 subtracts the measured value of DC bias from the, des.red value of DC 
Sas. H the drflerence is negative, the bias power supp, 42 output is increased. If the d.fference .s pos.t.ve 

<o the bias power supply output is decreased (higher bias power supply output generates a more negate DC 
bias). Proportionarproportional-integral. or proportional-integral-derivative control or other control may be 

used in accordance with this method.  . . . 
Alternatively, instead of the preferred embodiment of adjusting bias power supply 42 output to ma,nta.n 

a constant DC bias, a constant bias power supply output may be used. 
45 In addition to the DC bias servo-matching technique discussed above, automata tunmg can also be 

accomplished by servoing to the peak-to-peak RF voltage. This latter approach may be 
example, in certain etch processes which require sufficient conductive surface area ,n the cathode and 
anode to provide current to drive the instrumentation. The use of polymer coating techn.ques may passivate 
these conductive areas and prevent the current from saturating the instrumentation and obtammg a vahd 

so reading. In contrast, the peak-to-peak RF voltage approach is unaffected, especially at the low frequences 
associated with the preferred frequency ranges. Measurements can be taken at the match.ng network 43 
close to the chamber rather than at the cathode. 

The controller 86 may be a central controller, or a distributed system of controllers. 
The tum-on/turn-off sequence may be important for sensitive wafer device structures. Generally, it ,s 

55   preferred to turn the source on first and off last, since sheath voltage change is minim^ed w,th such a 
method. For some applications, it may be preferred to turn bias on first. 
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10. TRANSMISSION LINE STRUCTI ">c 

As described in 

requirement is satisfied bv the inteorai i™ILw   ,-      P      °"9 106 transmission line. This design 

the cathode 32C. cotenVic  It c^ZTsT^T* * ^   F'G- 1 "hich 

surrounds the cathode 32C and iSateT^r^' ,      fc
nww" lowk)8s 32I which 

displaces process gases which otZislm.2 ££? *Wn
B 

me eoncanWc annu,a' oondudor 320 and 
»o  preferred because mey have W^SSSteSLS? .o 7/" eXamp'e' or *■* trials « 

this structure * connected toTe !S n2 in a 1** '°W '°SS- ^ sid° <* 
32C and the outer conductor 320 ^^SS^^t*^ betow- ^ insula^ cathode 
Plasma. One reversible current ^TJ^^^T^6 matchin9 ^twork 43 and the 
32C to the plasma sheath at the chanX ^S^ST^"* *" T" "the 

«  Plasma along the upper inside section of £ SSSS^JTS^JTL^ »** is ,rom »• 
screen 29 and via the inside of the outer conduct120 £ ^° t 00nduCtlw 6Xhaust mani,oW 

manifold screen 29 is par, of ,he uniform ^^^25 .HTT T 6XhauSt 

Dunng application of alternating current enemv Z n? !     .' retum path ,or the RF current 
shown and the reverse directions. oZTZ 2^L Z J^ T™** "» directions 

■ structure 32 and. more specifically, due to the hXtemaH^ f V™ °' th° *™""**« *» 
outside thereof) and the higher bU^^TS SETS t T* ^ ,0 *» 
mner surface thereof), the RF current is forced to the nTr I 7 I ? conduclor 320 (relative to the 
surface df the outer conductor 320Z le aner of a ° the CBth0* 32C and t0 inner 
the RF current near the surfaces erf the tlE22L r      f   transmission line. Skin effect concentrates 

over acupressure and poL^^o^"^^"^ beCause *• * operating 
impedance Z, mat the plasma P^n\s to tneSSleS ^ vary the load 
mismatched from the nc^o^ZXS^^SS^^^ Bacause me load Z, is 
transmission line will increase resistive, dieiedrk hi. " ***** present on the 

ss  matching network 43. Afthough the m*»JnSS.£canU JST",-     fcln,n**» ■» and the 
subsequent losses from the input of the 2£Sj neSoTbfckTma SSSf "* 'k^"9 and 

^   network 43. In sho, ,e load impedance z/ ZZ£2££ ^Z^ZlZZZ^ 

associated with the plasma H ^ ^ °f load imPeda"«* 
bias frequency range approximately 0 3 to3 MH2 Inml ^f."0"1 °Peratin9 parameters (example: 

« impedance. Z„ present by the p£sma tothe'transSon .inl T* * ^''^ RC ,oad 

approximate range 10 ohm to 100 ohms 11.^Z^ ZXl^™^ * ^ the 

perhaps 400 pico farads. Consequently, as the 3™?ir^w ap,pr0X,rnate fa"9e 50 farads to 
selected which is centered within the LT^TZn^T *" characteris«c ^pedance Z, is 

It is necessary that the transmission linT^       I - ""   approximate|y 30 ,0 50 ohms. 

0   impedance that the m-cN^S^ Pret J tTl^2£ T °f the P'asma 

wavelength. X/4. and. more preferably, is about (0 05 to 0 1) X anSm'SS'°n "ne ,S much less «« a quarter 

con^r^rwyir^rr*"di—> - - — 
center conductor 32C. 9 he °U,S'de diameter (cross-section dimension) of the 

v-av^ngth at d. frequencies of inlecea « aSfclv is .r!S " compared lo a ouafter 
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selected to suppress losses due to the presence of standing waves on the line between the plasma and the 
matching network; and (3) uses an outside conductor path cross-sectional dimension which is not 
substantially larger than that of the center conductor. 

6   11. CHAMBER TEMPERATURE CONTROL 

Temperature control features which may be incorporated in the reactor chamber system 10 include, but 
are not limited to. the use of a fluid heat transfer medium to maintain the internal and/or external 
temperature of the gas inlet manifolds above or below a certain value or within a certain range; resistive 

io heating of the cathode 32C; fluid heat transfer heating or cooling of the cathode 32C; the use of gas heat 
transfer medium between the substrate 5 and the cathode 32C; the use of a fluid heat transfer medium to 
heat or cool chamber walls 12-14 and/or dome 17; and mechanical or electrostatic means for clamping the 
substrate 5 to the cathode 32C. Such features are disclosed in commonly assigned U.S. Patent No. 
4,872.947, issued October 10. 1989. and commonly assigned U.S. Patent No. 4,842,683. issued June 27. 

js   1989, which are incorporated herein by reference. 
For example, a recirculating closed loop heat exchanger 90 can be used to flow fluid, preferably 

dielectric fluid, through the block and pedestal of the substrate support/cathode 32C. as indicated 
schematically by flow path 91. to cool (and/or heat) the substrate support. For silicon oxide etching, 
dielectric fluid temperatures of. for example. -40'C are used. As mentioned above, the heat transfer 

20 between the substrate 5 and the substrate support 32 is enhanced by an inert gas heat transfer medium 
such as helium at the substrate-support interface. 

The chamber walls and the dome can be heated and/or cooled by air convection (blown air) and/or a 
dielectric fluid heat exchanger. For example, a closed circuit heat exchanger 92 recirculates dielectric fluid 
at a controlled temperature ranging from heating to cooling, for example, +120-C to -150'C. along path 93 

25  through the chamber sidewalls. Similarly, the dome sidewalls 17W and top 17T can be heated and/or 
cooled by heat exchangers 94 and 96 which recirculate fluid along paths 95 and 97. respectively. 

In an alternative dielectric heat control system, the antenna coil 30 is positioned between the double 
walls 17W of the dome, immersed in the recirculating dielectric fluid. 

In another alternative approach for dielectric-fluid heat control of the dome, the coils of the antenna 30 
so are encapsulated in high temperature plastic 67 TEFLON™ , heat conductive thermal grease is applied 

between the encapsulated antenna and the dome, and the coil, which is hollow, is heated and/br cooled by. - 
flowing the dielectric fluid through the coil. Because RF energy is also applied to the coil and because of 
the proximity to the source plasma, the dielectric oil must have good dielectric and insulating properties and 
a high boiling point, in addition to having high specific heat and density for efficient heat transfer at 

as   acceptable flow rates. One suitable dielectric fluid is Siltherm, available from DuPont. 

12. THREE ELECTRODE CONFIGURATION 

Referring to FIG. 1. in a presently preferred embodiment, our chamber incorporates a unique, three- 
40 electrode arrangement which affords novel process control and enhancement. The arrangement comprises 

a cathode (preferably the substrate support electrode 32), an anode (preferably the chamber side and 
bottom walls) and a third electrode which is (or includes) the dome top plate 17T. As shown in FIG. 1. the 
top electrode may be floating, grounded or connected to an RF power supply 40. The third electrode 
advantageously includes various configurations and can be formed of various materials: conductive matenal, 

45 preferably aluminum; dielectric-coated materials such as anodized aluminum; silicon or silicon-containing 
conductive material such as aluminum-silicon alloy; or may include a sacrificial silicon member 17S such 
as. but not limited to. a silicon wafer. 

50 
1) Grounded Third Electrode 

The grounded top plate 17T improves the ground reference surface for the bias voltage (relative to the 
conventional reference provided by the walls 12) and as a consequence enhances ion extraction from the 
source 16A to the processing region 16B and so increases process rates (such as etch rates). In addition, 
the grounded top plate improves the coupling of the plasma (generated in the source) with the wafer. 

55 
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microloading of much greater than zero. Typically, one can expect to obtain no better than a 10:1 selectivity 
ratio coupled with about 0.1 microloading. However, there are many applications that require selectivity 
ratios as high as 30:1 or 40:1. with microloading of near zero. 

6   2. Using Silicon in the Source Region 

For high density plasma sources, one of the dissociation products that etches polysilicon Is fluorine. 
Silicon may be used to rid the source region of free fluorine radicals. The silicon may be a coating on the 
third electrode 17T or on the inside walls 17W of the chamber. If the sacrificial silicon is on the walls, the 

10 thickness of silicon becomes a consideration together with the frequency at which RF energy is supplied to 
the plasma from the antenna 30. These parameters must be chosen to ensure that sufficient energy will be 
coupled electromagnetically through the chamber walls. If the silicon is incorporated into the third electrode 
17T. the silicon thickness is not critical. In any event, if silicon is made available to scavenge .free fluorine 
from the source region, it can form volatile compounds that are readily removed from the chamber. 

is The silicon scavenger material may itself become coated with polymer during the etch process; this 
polymer may be removed by heating to elevated temperatures or. by biasing the silicon electrically, 
increased bombardment of the silicon surface may take place so that the polymer is sputtered off the 
surface, thereby exposing free silicon again. 

2o   Example 3. Etching Silicon Oxide over Polysilicon 

Silicon oxide over polysilicon was etched in our three-electrode chamber using pressure 0.266 - 4 Pa (2 
- 30 mtorr); gas chemistry flow rates CHF3. 30 - 60 seem; CO or CO2.6 -18 seem; and Ar. 100 - 200 seem 
(inlet manifold 61 only); source power of 2000 watts; bias voltage of 200 volts; top electrode 17T with a 

25 silicon disk 17S mounted thereto and biased by RF energy of 2 MHz and 1000 watts. The silicon oxide was 
etched at a rate of 800 nm per minute (8000 Angstroms per minute) with 50:1 selectivity of oxide to 
polysilicon. Alternatively, the silicon-containing body may be supplemented by a silicon coating on the 
quartz dome walls 17W. 

30   Examples 4-13. Etching Oxygen-Containing Layers over "Oxygen-Free Substrates - 

A series of etch processes was carried out in the present reactor etching oxide-containing layers such 
as silicon oxide over a variety of non-oxygen-containing substrates. After patterning the oxide layer using 
conventional photolithographic techniques, etching using CjFs was carried out in the present reactor using 

35   a grounded third silicon electrode. The results are summarized in Table I below: 

40 
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TABLE I 

Example Thickness of 

Silicon Oxide 

Substrate Selectivity 

4       500 - 1000 nm (5000-10,000 A)      polysilicon 30:1 

5 500 - 1000 nm (5000-10,000 A) WSi 

6 

500 - 1000 nm (5000-10,000 A) 

PECVD 
Si3N4 

LPCVD 
Si3N4 

8 |      500 - 2000 run (5000-20,000 A) TiN/Al* 

9 500 - 2000 nm (5000-20,000 A) Al 

10 500 hm (5000 A) single 

25:1 

15:1 

15:1 

t 

15:1 

30:1 

30:1 

*      0.2-300 nm (2-3000 A) 

crystal ~ 
silicon ^ 

Another series of etches using CF4 were performed except that borophosphosilicate glass (BPSG) was 
substituted as the oxide-containing layer. The results are summarized below Iin Table II: 

TABLE II 

Example Thickness of BPSG glass Substrate Selectivity 

11 500 - 1000 nm (5000-10,000 A) WSi 30:1 
12 500 - 2500 nm (5000-25,000 A) p + doped single crystal silicon 30:1 
13 500 - 2500 nm (5000-25,000 A) n + doped single crystal silicon 30:1 

The selectivity can be adjusted by changing gas flows, source power and the silicon plate condition to 
optimize the selectivity for a particular silicon oxide or glass on a particular substrate. Selectivities of up to 
100:1 are achievable in the present reactor using a silicon scavenger for fluorine ions. 

2? 
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14. OTHER FEATURES 

1) Plasma Control 

s       A preferred feature of the invention is to automatically vary "bottom" power to maintain a constant 
cathode (substrate) sheath voltage. At low pressures (<66.5 Pa (<500 mtorr)) in ahighly asymmetry 
system, the DC bias measured at the cathode is a close approximation to the cathode sheath voltage. . 
Bottom power can be automatically varied to maintain a constant DC bias. Bottom power•has very little 
effect on plasma density and ion current density. Top or antenna power has a very strong effect on plasma 

,o density and on current density, but very small effect on cathode sheath voltage. Therefore. ,t «des.redI to 
use top power to define plasma and ion current densities, and bottom power to define cathode sheath 

voltage. 

2) Differential Bias 

?£ As an alternative to biasing the substrate 5 with respect to ground, the bias matching network 43 and 
the too plate 17T can be "ungrounded" and referenced to one another, as indicated by the dotted 
connection 50. FIGS. 1 and 2. Referring to FIG. 2. the top plate is driven differentially and balanced so that 
the voltage VT-ss between the top plate and the substrate is approximately twice the magnitude of the 

20 voltage VT-w between the top plate and the wall 12. and approximately twice the magnrtude of Ihrvottage 
vL w between the substrate and the wall. This balanced differential drive reduces the .nterachon of the 
plasma with the walls and increases the interaction, ion extraction, between the source reg.on 16A and the 

processing region 16B. 

25   3) Alternative Configurations 

The inventive plasma reactor system is depicted in FIG. 1 in the conventional orientation that is 
vertically, with the substrate 5 residing on an electrode 32 (cathode) and the antenna 30 surrounding the 
dome 17 above the electrode. For convenience, it was referred to the power supplied to the antenna 30 as 

30   -antenna" or "source or "top" power and that supplied to the electrode/cathode 32 as "b,as or bottom 
powTfne* representations and designations are for convenient only, and it is to be understood that toe 
Ascribed system may be inverted, that is. configured with the electrode 32 on top and an antennatocated 
below this electrode, or may be oriented in other ways, such as horizontally. w.thout mod.ficat.on. In shorty 
the reactor system works independently of orientation. In the inverted configuration plasma may be 

35 generated at the antenna 30 and transported upwardly to the substrate 5 located above the.antenna^ 1tm 
same manner as described in the specifications. That is. transport of active spec.es occurs by drffusion and 
bulk flow, or optionally assisted by a magnetic field having an axial gradient. Th.s process does not depend 
on Gravitational forces and thus is relatively unaffected by orientation. The inverted onentation may be 
useful, for example, to minimize the probability of panicles formed in the plasma generation region m the 

«> gas phase or on a surface, falling onto the substrate. Gravity then reduces the P<°bab.lrty o all but toe 
smallest of such particles moving upward against a gravitational potential gradient to the substrate surface. 

4) High and Low Pressure Operation and Variable Spacing 

Our chamber design is useful for both high and low pressure operation. The spacing, d, between the 
substrate support cathode 32C and the plane of the bottom coil or turn of the antenna 30 may■ b«.tailored 
for both hiqh and low pressure operation. For example. h.gh pressure operation at 66.5 Pa - 6.65 kPPa (500 
mtorr - 50 torr) preferably uses spacing d S of about 5 centimeters, while for lower pressure operation over 
the ranoe <0 0133 Pa - 66.5 Pa (< 0.1 mtorr - 500 mtorr), a spacing d of over 5 centimeters may be 
preferable. The chamber may incorporate a fixed spacing d. as shown, or may utilize variable spacing 
designs such as interchangeable or telescoping upper chamber sections. The reactor system 10 .s useful 
for processes such as high and low pressure deposition of materials such as silicon oxide and sihcon 
nitride; low pressure anisotropic reactive ion etching of materials such as silicon dioxide sihcon nrtnde, 
silicon polysilicon. glass and aluminum; high pressure plasma etching of such materials; and CVD faceting 
involving simultaneous deposition and etchback of such materials, including planarization °f substrate 
tooooraphy These and other processes for which reactor system 10 may be used are describedI ini EP 
apS»n 91112905.4 entitied VHF/UHF PLASMA PROCESS FOR USE IN FORMING INTEGRATED 
CIRCUIT STRUCTURES ON SEMICONDUCTOR WAFERS", filed on July 31. 1991. in the name of the 
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applicant and which is incorporated herein by reference. 

15. APPARATUS EXAMPLES 

10 

is 

20 

30.48 cm (12 inches). The 2 MHz, ^^^sS3S3JSLT^r,,,0i " h8S 8 diameter 0 

■a terminated at both ends (with variable^pSo J L 21whi^h ^ h''0h'13 «" ante™ 
(about 0.25 inch) from (below) the gn^nd^aTand^uL^?^! Spaced about 0 * cm 
suppbed by the variable capacitor L (10-300Ch^a«2 ^ $ the SOurce> Reactive '°ad matching is 
♦he antenna to resonance is p^^SjSS?? SiT! 5^ ^ C8P8dtive tuni"° - 
using source RF energy of 2 kilowatt 2 MH, „T?H 

(5"100 P,cofarad, 15kV rating). Operation 
5.08 cm (2 inches, downstreaJ^ZTms^ « ,he S • 
■on saturation current density of 10-15 ?  P °V'deS 8 p,asma densitV * 1-2 x 10'W and 
« watts appiied to a 12.71°^ S^S^Ji?:^ A ^ * « 
(2 mches, below (downstream) of the antenna ^SST^Vt^^ST 8pproximate|y 5.1 cm 

Those of usual skill in the art will aooreciate ttS if™     ?       Sheath vo,ta9e- 
dome per ae. Rather, it applies to ^S^JTJS^r^ " °* ^ t0     usa - a 

region. This includes, for example, the 't^^JZ^T^™0 8 S0UfCe re9ion and Processing 
as well as a more conventiona.%^^^ in the'drawings 
chamber sections are substantially of the same SKSEL ™ -nd Pr0Cessin9 re9ion « 

16. PROCESSES 

s 

™ nt inron is unique,y useful for 
chem,cal vapor deposition (CVD) including sp^S de^^T ^ ^ ,0w 

conform* isotropic CVD. Other applicaSs in^ 8nd h*h P^ure 
etching, or as an electron, ion or active neutral ptaJ^^^^-^ *• ^w etcnin9- *» beam 

Claims '; ■       -~   -    -"      • ^V*5^1 

A plasma etch process comprising 1. , wmpi .only r     »i ■ 

*. J*!!!**.? '        chm*m "» «•«•«■"» a plasma ' - 
b) supporting an article to be processed on an earring!, u. itjl u T-; "    ' " 

Apr^s acccdit* to Cm , ^ „ si,|c0„ ^ „ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

and aluminum. ' S*C°"' P01'*"'""- »*coa nitride, lunosten silicide. titanium nim™ 

7.  An etcb prooesa „ ^ , w, „ ox>„^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

4. 

5. 
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An etch process according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein a passivating polymer 
containing more than 50% of carbon and 40% or less of fluorine is formed on the substrate. 

A carbon-fluorine-containing polymer containing more than about 50% by weight of carbon and 40% by 

weight or less of fluorine. 
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figure 1 
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figure 2 
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figure 4    tyw 5 ^ TW»* 6 
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microloading of much greater than zero. Typically, one can expect to obtain no better than a 10:1 selectivity 
ratio coupled with about 0.1 microloading. However, there are many applications that requ.re selectivity 
ratios as high as 30:1 or 40:1. with microloading of near 2ero. 

s   2. Using Silicon In the Source Region 

For high density plasma sources, one of the dissociation products lhat etches polysilicon is fluorine. 
Silicon may be used to rid the source region of free fluorine radicals. The silicon may be a coating on the 
third electrode 17T or on the inside walls 17W of the chamber. If the sacrificial silicon is on the walls, the 

,o thickness of silicon becomes a consideration together with the frequency at which RF energy is supplied to 
the plasma from the antenna 30. These parameters must be chosen to ensure that sufficient energy will be 
coupled electromagnetically through the chamber walls. H the silicon is incorporated into the third electrode 
17T the silicon thickness is not critical. In any event if silicon is made available to scavenge free fluonne 
from the source region. H can form volatile compounds that are readily removed from the chamber. 

,5 The silicon scavenger material may itself become coated with pofymer during the etch process; this 
polymer may be removed by heating to elevated temperatures or. by biasing the silicon electncally. 
increased bombardment of the silicon surface may take place so that the polymer is sputtered off the 
surface, thereby exposing free silicon again. 

20   Example 3. Etching Silicon Oxide over Polysilicon 

Silicon oxide over polysilicon was etched in our three-electrode chamber using pressure 0.266 - 4 Pa (2 
- 30 mtorr); gas chemistry flow rates CHF3. 30 - 60 seem: CO or CO*. 6 -18 seem: and Ar. 100 - 200 seem 
(inlet manifold G1 only); source power of 2000 watts; bias voltage of 200 volts; top electrode 17T wrth a 

* silicon disk 17S mounted thereto and biased by RF energy of 2 MHz and 1000 watts. The silicon ox.de was 
etched at a rate of 800 nm per minute (8000 Angstroms per minute) with 50:1 selectivity of oxide to 
polysilicon. Alternatively, the silicon-containing body may be supplemented by a silicon coating on the 

quartz dome walls 17W. . 

ao  Examples 4-13. Etching Oxygen-Containing Layers over Oxygen-Free Substrates 

A series of etch processes was carried out in the present reactor etching oxide-containing layers such 
as silicon oxide over a variety of non-oxygen-containing" substrates. After patterning the oxide layer using 
conventional photolithographic techniques, etching using CsFs was carried out in the present reactor using 

35   a grounded third silicon electrode. The results are summarized in Table I below: 
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TABLE I 

Example Thickness of 

Silicon Oxide 

Substrate Selectivity 

4       500 - 1000 nm (5000-10,000 A)      polysilicon 30:1 

5       500 - 1000 nm (5000-10,000 A) WSi 

PECVD 
Si3N4 

7 500 - 1000 nm (5000-10,000 A) LPCVD 
Si3N4 

8 |      500 - 2000 nm (5000-20,000 A) TiN/Al* 

9 500 - 2000 nm (5000-20,000 A) Al 

10 500 nm (5000 A) ~ single 

25:1 

15:1 

15:1 

15:1 

30:1 

30:1 

*     0.2-300 nm (2-3000 A) 

crystal 
silicon 

Another series of etches using CF« were performed except that borophosphosilicate glass (BPSG) was 
substituted as the oxide-containing layer. The results are summarized below iin Table II: 

TABLE II 

Example Thickness of BPSG glass Substrate Selectivity 

11 500 - 1000 nm (5000-10,000 A) WSi 30:1 
12 500 - 2500 nm (5000-25,000 A) p + doped single crystal silicon 30:1 
13 500 - 2500 nm (5000-25,000 A) n + doped single crystal silicon 30:1 

The selectivity can be adjusted by changing gas flows, source power and the silicon plate condition to 
optimize the selectivity for a particular silicon oxide or glass on a particular substrate. Selectivities of up to 
100:1 are achievable in the present reactor using a silicon scavenger for fluorine ions. 

2? 
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14. OTHER FEATURES 

1) Plasma Control 

s       A preferred feature of the invention is to automatically vary "bottom" power to maintain a constant 
cathode (substrate) sheath voltage. At tow pressures «66.5 Pe «500 mtorr)) 
svstem the DC bias measured at the cathode is a close approx.mat.on to the cathode sheath voltage^ , 
Sm power can be automatically varied to maintain a constant DC bias. Bottom power has very little 
effect on plasma density and ion current density. Top or antenna power has a very strong effect on plasma 

,o density and on current density, but very small effect on cathode sheath voltage. Therefore, rt «idesiredJo 
use top power to define plasma and ion current densities, and bottom power to define cathode sheath 

voltage. 

2) Differential Bias 

5 3 As an alternative to biasing the substrate 5 with respect to ground, the bias matching network 43 and 
the top plate 17T can be "ungrounded" and referenced to one another, as indicated by the dotted 
connexion 50. FIGS. 1 and 2. Referring to FIG. 2. the top plate is driven differently and balanced so that 
tne voltage VT-ss between the top plate and the substrate is approximately twice the^agmtude of the 

a, voltage VT-„ between the top plate and the wall 12. and approximately twice the magnitude of the^voHage 
vJ ! belween the substrate and the wall. This balanced differential drive reduces the mteraction of the 
pSs~ma with the walls and increases the interaction, ion extraction, between the source reg.on 16A and the 

processing region 16B. 

26   3) Alternative Configurations 

The inventive plasma reactor system is depicted in FIG. 1 in the conventional orientation that is 
vertically, with the substrate 5 residing on an electrode 32 (cathode) and the antenna » su^nding the 
dome 17 above the electrode. For convenience, it was referred to the power supplied to *e antenna30as 
■antenna" or "source or "top" power and that supplied to the electrode/cathode 32 as W or bottom 
power. These representations and designations are for convenience only, and rt .s to be understood that the 
Scribed system may be inverted, that is. configured with the electrode 32 on top and an antenna located 
oefow *is eleiode. or may be oriented in other ways, such as horizontally, without modification. In short 
the reactor system works independently of orientation. In the inverted configuration, plasma may be 
generated at the antenna 30 and transported upwardly to the substrate 5 located above the antenna ,n the 
same manner as described in the specifications. That is. transport of active spec.es occurs by diffusion and 
bulk flow, or optionally assisted by a magnetic field having an axial gradient. This process does not depend 
on gravitational forces and thus is relatively unaffected by orientation. The inverted onentaton may be 
usek.1. for example, to minimize the probability of particles formed in the plasma genera .on reg.on .n the 
gas phase or on a surface, falling onto the substrate. Gravity then reduces the probability o all but the 
smallest of such particles moving upward against a gravitational potential gradient to the substrate surface. 

4) High and Low Pressure Operation and Variable Spacing 

Our chamber design is useful for both high and low pressure operation. The spacing, d. between the 
substrate support cathode 32C and the plane of the bottom coil or turn of the antenna 30 may-be.stored 
for both high and low pressure operation. For example, high pressure operat.on at 66.5 Pa - 6.65 kPPa (50U 
mtorr - 50 torr) preferably uses spacing d S of about 5 centimeters, while for lower pressure operat.on over 
the range <0.0133 Pa - 66.5 Pa (< 0.1 mtorr - 500 mtorr). a spacing d of over 5 cenfmeters may be 
preferable. The chamber may incorporate a fixed spacing d, as shown, or may .utilize v^to spaang 
designs such as interchangeable or telescoping upper chamber sect.ons. The reactor system 10 .s useful 
for processes such as high and low pressure deposition of materials such as s-hcen ox.de and s^con 
nitride- low pressure anisotropic reactive ion etching of materials such as silicon d,ox,de. sH.con nrtnde. 
sJtoon polysilicon. glass and aluminum; high pressure plasma etching of such materials; and CVD faceUng 
involving simultaneous deposition and etchback of such materials, includ.ng planar.zat.on of substrate 
topography. These and other processes for which reactor system 10 may be used are describedhr,i EP 
appSon 91112905.4 entitled VHF/UHF PLASMA PROCESS FOR USE IN FORMING INTEGRATED 
CIRCUIT STRUCTURES ON SEMICONDUCTOR WAFERS", filed on July 31. 1991. in the name of the 
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applicant and which is incorporated herein by reference. 

15. APPARATUS EXAMPLES 

30.48 cm (12 inches). T^e2MHz »I02cm S 9, "Tf^ Chamber 17 has 8 diam**' •» 
is terminated at bo* j£ (iTvSS c^pSo^L ZT^6 Cm ^ 13 coil antenna 

(about 0.25 inch) from (be low^thT orounfl S   I ^ !" 9r°Unded)" Spaced aboirt cm 
suppHed by the variable capac tw L nSSxtt^S T "* ^ ReaCtive ,0ad matchin« «■ 
the antenna to rawMncTrS^^^^T^ «P' ?* 5kV)- A'S°- Capacitiva tu™9 <* 
using source RF ener^of 2 »W 2 M^^SSTT < °° PiC°farad' 15kV ^ 0pera*>" 
5.08 cm (2 inches) downsJeaJ S^ESf^i^T?    ^ ^ l° the SUbS,rate' which * 

region. TOs includes, to example 5, T^L-■T**™? * P"*"*** 
as well aa a more oenvei^3™TLSl,V^ ^ """H"*" °«*ted In the drawings 

chen.be, sections ate JSS^S^SSS^ *"d ""x^"8 « 

16. PROCESSES 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) includino V    •8 P P'aSma e,chin9'low Pressure 

conformal Ztapk CVD Other ^'SSSJ^Z^f^^ ** p,anarization- and "Oh pressure 
etching, or as ^electron. S^S^Si ^:?^J^^J»^ 

Claims 

1.  A plasma etch process comprising ~ ' 

a) providing a vacuum chamber for generating a plasma 
b) supporting an article to be processed on an electrode' in the chamber-1 

c supplymg a fluorine-containing etch gas to the chamber 

*  SST aCC0'di"9 '° C'aim ' "*e'eln *° «— * — »     •»-. region * „ 

7.   An etch process according to claim 6 wherein said oxygen-conlaining materia, is siiicon oxide or giass. 

?4 
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An etch process according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein a passivating polymer 
containing more than 50% of carbon and 40% or less of fluorine is formed on the substrate. 

A carbon-fluorine-containing polymer containing more than about 50% by weight of carbon and 40% by 

weight or less of fluorine. 
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figure 1 



figure 2 
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figure 4    figure 5     figure 6 
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